SEED: STUDENTS FOR ENERGY AND ENTREPRENEURIAL DEVELOPMENT

Chain Reaction Innovations (CRI), the entrepreneurship program at Argonne National Laboratory, created a new internship program to empower Chicago college students to pursue and excel in STEM careers. SEED will acquaint students with exciting ways to combat climate change through internships with CRI’s clean energy startup companies while creating a comprehensive pipeline for students to make an impact through science careers.

OVERVIEW
- Chicago-based students
- Summer 2022 pilot
- Collaborative partnerships between CRI, Argonne, and clean energy startup companies
- Career development

BENEFITS
- Paid internship
- Entrepreneurial experience
- Hands-on scientific and technical work
- Skill building
- Inclusive support
- Mentorship
- Professional networking
- Flexible Work Schedule

CONTACT
Chain Reaction Innovations
Email: chainreaction@anl.gov
chainreaction.anl.gov

The goal is to SEED and grow STEM skills beyond the classroom and into the career realm.